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MIDDLE EAST

It is nice to have you here. In the
has filled me in on the results of his
East, but he might not have had a chance to

~ast

trip

do the same with the rest

of you.

I thought I might ask him

to take ten minutes and give this group the benefit of what

his trip brought.

The trip was arranged at the urgent
to try to bring about a cooling off

~!:~i~i.~jOined

several appreaches to the Prasident; Asad

in the request. We had no precise idea where we
~
But it quickly became apparent that Sadat knew what
he
talking about -- the Mid East was extremely tense and
uncertain. There were many factors -- the Mid East Summit next
weekt the unanticipated chanqe of Presidents here, and the
question 6:£. whether this change meant a cbange in U.S. policy;
pressures from the radicals; and the oil problem.

The major purpose of the trip was to try to get a new
rOWld of negotiations started.
I might add that the Israelis also face considerable uncertainty. They have a new government with a small majority
and events seem to be closing in on them.
As 1: said, the major purpose was to get a new round of
negotiations started. The secondary purpose was the oil.
problem, which 1: raised only quietLy. I didn't want to be seen
as being there primariLy because of the oil. probLem.

In the Mid East, there are three categories of problems:
Territorial..
The PaLestinians.
JerusaLem.
I have aLways toLd everyone that JerusaLem wouLd have to
come Last, that to raise it now wouLd tie up the taLks. So
it never came up.
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on the territorial problems, there is Egypt, which is the
easiest; the West Bank, which is the next easiest; and Syria,
which is the most impossible. The West Bank is next easiest
onLy i f Jordan- is the one negotiating. If the PLO negotiates,
the West Bank becomes by far the most difficuLt probLem. Of
course, while we,--were there, the PLO issue came up in the UN.
President Ford:
like 4 oU± of 1.1.0.

We were a very smaLl. minority -- something
That was expected. I toLd everyone
minority because we were not kiLLing
Faisal. understood this. We paid no
PLO vote in the UN.

The easiest thing to do next is to get negotiations underway between :Egypt and Israel, if the¢other Arabs will tolerate
it, and if others don't make demands which undermine the
position of Sadat. Israel wants a political settlement. For
Sadat to negotiate with Israel alone is an unbelievable political.
act in itself. But if he haa to certify that the taLks are
poLitical, the situation becomes impossible.
Sadat has to go to the summit next week and say there is
no set position yet.
Asad is determined that. there not be separate negotiations.
He says this three times a week in his Local. newspapers. He
says there will not be any movement with Egypt aLone_it there
is nothing for Syria. His position is that onLy aLl. Arabs can
negotiate~. He believes that aLl. Arabs shouLd negotiate aLL
territorial. problems, that all Arabs should negotiate the PaLestinian problem, and then all the Arabs should negotiate the
Jerusalem problem. He and the Soviets have pushed for reconvening the Geneva Conference. The Soviets know that in separate
negotiations they will be exdluftea
In a large conference, they
can maximize their influence.
This is the minefield we have to run through. It is
essential that no impression be given that any particular negotiating approach has been agreed. A11 of those who want
separate negotiations have to go to the Summit portraying an
open mind. This is especially true of those taking a moderate
line -- Egyptj. Paisal, and MOrocco.

Syria and Jordan constitute a separate problem. Syria
is trying to line up other Arab support for its position
against separate negotiations.
If we can hold Faisal with Sadat, we have practically got
i t wrapped up. Saqqaf made a statement at the airport in which
he said he used to have doubts about Kissinger's negotiating
approach, but he was now convinced that this was the only
route -- to take a step-by-step approach. This is even somewhat further than Sadat has gone.
am not concerned about Sadat inviting Brezhnev to
This will let him look like he is making a slight move
' " <he Soviets.
I

Egypt.

We face a difficult weebinext week with the Summit in Rabat.
Once that is over, we~will have to move fast. It is crucial that
before th~, we give no Sindication that we bave any agreed outline or approach. Once Sadat moves out, he must not look ridiculous in the face of the other Arabs.
President Ford:

Dayan seems to be going off on a tangent.

secret~ Kissinger;
In Israel, the do~stic politics are
absolutely d~sgusting. A year ago, Dayan was the leading dove;
he has now moved totally to the right. The,nefense Minister of
the present government is the second man in the Rafi faction
which Dayan heads, and it is important that the seven from this
group stay in power. If he is out, the government falls.

Secretary Schlesinger:
group.

They also have the religious

That's right, but assuming Egypt
and
started, talks on the West Bank
must
It is important that Sadat is not isolated.
But the religious group opposes any West Bank talks. If it holds
a balance in the Israeli cabinet, the government will be out.
Therefore, the Rafi group is necessary for progress. Rafi seems
more interested in the sinai than the West Bank.
We are making good progress, but it will require a hell of
a lot of work to keep it together. Last year, I thought we
were playing for time. Now, we have the opportunity for serious
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progress, if the Ieraelis can recogniae the realities of the
situation. Some people think the ' eplit ~tween Egypt and
Syria i~ « game and that they are just faking it. But the
Arabs are too undisciplined to pull that off. You cannot eit
with Aead:.one half hour and think that he could possibly be
playing «g4ltle. All the Arabs lice this rivalry -- even BoWM4iene,
who ie usually considered Or:IV of the IIlQst radical, vas saying to
IIMII, -I know bow it ..,ill end up -- they will go back to the 1967
borde r s with a few changes, and everyone will quit. - If the
Israelis were on ly saart enough to realize this, I think even
Faisal woul~ go along.
Isn't Faisal's backing of

tho

Yes. Faisal, who is in sOmQ respects
it leqitilu.te for the radicalS . He

C~

With respect to oil, despite what the r.edia here are
saying, 1 think the speech you gave, Hr. President, has 1.4 to
a massive r eaction. I received two assurances -- that there
will be no increase in prices, so that with inflation, thia
would !Man a d ecr ease in the real price. second, that there
would be no use of the oil weapon during negotiation., altbough
it would be used if there were a general Arab-Israeli war.

Finally, I think that at the right momant, there i..s a
possibility that we would get SORe reduction in price. Even
Boumediene said some political reduction in price might be
possible . We have to analyze thill. I believe we can almo.t
certainly hold the line at the pre~ent prices, and maybe get
a IIlIIal~ reduction. But the kind of reduction we are talking
about, frOl'll $9.60 to perhaps $8.00, vi~~ ~~'the producers'
accumulation of funds, but it doee not change our fundamenta l
problem. Our conservation proqr<1lUl and the approach dis c ussed. at
Camp Davi4 remain Unportant.
Above all, it is essential that the Israelis do not
hIDiliate Egypt. The Israelis can pretend that a political
negotiation is underway, but it cannot be set up so that it is
called a political negotiation.
wo will try again in early Novenber to get the talka set
up. I believe that once Egypt moves, the other Arabs will
come along. Syria may try to impo.e its tough position, but
not if they are all alone.
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With respect to·the materiel
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The crucia1 period ~U -be -Uom
Durinq that period. t:bere wU.l be

a need for
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A:r:e you talking about what

agreed to as a package?
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President Ford:
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s~ject

Perhaps we sboul.d move now 1:0, our
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One last point on oil prices. One of
Any influence we can use there is

,,_

President Ford;
could get a reduction from $9.60
to $8.00 or $7.00, it would be a real shot in the arm for the
domestic economy.
I

very

think a reduction to $7.00 is

Director Coltl;' They are talking about compensation for
inflat:J.on, so If
e price just stays where it is, we are ahead.
I am confident it will stay where it i

On

- down, I am not sure.

,
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perbaps we should move to SALT.

Alex,

rundown on the negotiations in Geneva
'0

First, I would like to say the
are the-best I have ever bad since
my job. They were excellent, and with thelll I
;;',;::i~;.-;':-~have laid a base for any direction we might go.
Compared with previous sessions, the Soviets definitely
tried to give the impression of more flexibi-lity than they have
shown in the past. I am not sure how much of this is atmospheric
the man with whom I deal is obviously under instructions -or how much was his personal action. I don't believe the
substance of what they said was as important as the fact that
they were trying to show flexibility. Much of what they said
was old wine in new bottles, but there were some changes in
their position.
FBS constituted the rubric for all else they said. They
made more speeches on FBS and stressed it more than anything
else. In the past, they had hoped to convince us to withdraw
all our FB5. They now seem to want only our agreelllent in
principle to withdraw.
Alex hopes to make a deal giving
:,._,~, •.are

not willing to settle just
thought they had laid the basis

!~l~l:::~;~;:~~;~

time period through
Their
on compensation
for what1985.
we don't
If they don't get withdrawal, they say they are
entitled to more forces as compensation.

They put considerable emphasis on carrying forward the
Interim Agreement numbers, first through 1977. and then on
through 1985. On aggregates, my instructions were to discuss
aggregates, throw weight, MIRVs, with the final aggregate level
to be reached by reductions to a common lower level. The
Soviets accept~d the idea that there should be a limit or limits

,
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on overall aggregates -

whether nlimit- is singular or

plural is s1gnificant -- and they accepted the principle of
reductions, unlike in their previous position which was that
reductions should be subsequent. But, they were very hedged
concerning the specifics of reductions.
On MIRVs, they proposed that an equal proportion on each
side shOuld be MIRVed. On throw weight, they demonstrated no
enthusiasm as a measure of strategic capability. But, if it
were considered, they insisted that we also consider bombers
and our PBS, including carrier aircraft, at their maximUlll
payload capability. Thus, their position on throw weight
remained quite far out. I was not authorized, nor did I dis-

cuss, how we might take account of bombers.
Previously, they bad pressed for banning the B-1 and
Trident. They have now moved to a proposal to limit the deployment rates and numbers of B-1 and Trident -- controlling the pace
and magnitude of the program.
They are basically talking about the
Ambassador Johnson: The scheduling and the magnitude
of the deployment. They said this would apply to their systems,
but never gave an answer to what systems.
On aggregates and FBS, they insisted on compensation for
our FBS and for third countries. They previously referred to
NATO, but now referred to third countries, raising China.
In the past, they referred to British and French submarines,
but now they implied they included the Chinese submarines also.
President Pord: Were they referring to Chinese submarines, or their land-based missiles also?
They referred specifically to
seemed to include their ICBMs. They
allowance to deal with China.
In addition, they have stressed that account needs to be
taken of -geographic ~ factors. '!'his embraces the differences on
their side of submarines getting out to sea -- having to go
through narrow channels.-

- ,-- -~ -

In summary, they showed some flexibility and made some
interesting departures. But they. gave no new proposals;
no breakthrough.
President Ford.:

They Offered no counter-proposals?
No counter-proposals, except on B-1
offered some specifics. They seemed
They seemed interested in getting
maintained a forward position -- a hard

President Ford:
for Alex?

Do any of the rest of you have questions
Are they willing to have 50 percent
care how the other 50 percent are

u.s. ?

Ambassador Johnson:

No.

Secretary Schlesinger:

What do they mean by compensation?

Ambassador Johnson: The same thing as they meant in their
1972 Moscow statements -- greater numbers.
President Ford:

Thank you, Al.ex.

IIknow the Verification Panel has been considering four
options. Henry, would you like to present them to us now?
At the last meeting, we went through
-- aggregates, throw weight, MIRVs,
reductions.
In the meantime, we have
put
packages to ill.ustrate the concepts.
We have
up with four major options, and have put them on
some charts.
(Chart shown for each option as it is discussed -see attachment.)
The first option is more or less the JCS option. It provide
for equal. aggregates -- initially at 2500 and reduced to 2000 by
1985. My view is that we would have to reach the final level
sometime before then, by 1983. We can't wait until the agreement
is about to lapse to make the final reductions. We need SOIlle
time to assess where we are before the agreement lapses. I don't
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know how :much it should be - one year, or six IOOnths, but some
time before 1985 -- the negotiators can work out the specific
time. The final level would be at 2000. We would of course be
delighted to have it at an even lower level.
There would be a sublimit on modern large missiles
of 300. There would be no limits on throw weight or MIRVs.
These could be added, but the basic option is intended to remain
simple. It is based on the premise that equality in aggregate
numbers of central systems is the most visible and easily
perceived measure of essential equivalence. Equality in the
number of central systems has been an essential. eLement of the
U.S. approach to SALT since mid-l970.
The option stresses conceptual simplicity by its proposal
of exact symmetry across a limited number of provisions, and
its lack of MIRV and throw weight constraints and their
potential verification problems.
The Soviets would have to reduce about 600 from their
projected force of 2600, probabLy elLminating about lOO~
ICBMs, 400 unMIRVed ICBMs, and 100 oLder heavy bombers. The
u.s. would have to eliminate 54 Titan ICBMs, and 250 older
bombers
8-52s. I think it is fair to say that these are
systems we are planning to phase out anyway. But whether or not
we plan to phase them out anyway, they are probably the units we
would take out.
take
The MIRVing would be up to each country. The Soviets
could MIRV all-their ICBMs, including their 300 heavy missiles,
unless we put in a specific restraint against this.
The main advantage of this approach is simplicity. The
disadvantage is that it gives us no handle on quaLitative
improvements.
~ewould

face a difficulty in the negotiations, because

the soviets would have to conclude that we were on to something,

rightly or wrongly. There would be a hiatus while they studied
what was happening. Alex, don't you believe that if we drop
MIRVs if would produce a carefUL study on their part?
Yes.

i-.---

For two years we have argued

12

Secretary Kissinger: For two years, and they finally
agreed, and now we would be saying we were no longer interested,.
This is no argument against this option, however, but it would
produce a hiatus.

"MIRYVO;U might add a ban on 55-18 MIRVs,
,

such as they have hinted at.

Secretary Kissinger:

They won' t accept a ban on SLBM

MIRVs under any cixCUIIlStances.

Ambassador Johnson:

They won't accept it.
It is not necessarily bad

doing.
is not necessarily bad, but I

.~<,~~~ i~~~:i~:~:ii~.~' onconsequence
their part.of

this
proposal
We
should
ask would
i f they conclude we are trying
some kind
break-out ill MIRVs? What would be their
response? I don't know, but I suspect there would be some
~~;~,

~
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response.
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President Ford: ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••
......................................................
.. ...
Director COlby: .......................................
........ ............. ........ ......... ...........
_

-_

- • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • < ••

Director :rkl.e.
Director

colh1;

...............

secr~ Rissingex:
We have always assumed that once
a missi!e!rtested to operational status with MIRVs. we would

t.;.:-,-,

;~

have to presume any deployment of it was MIRVed.. Any deployment
of the 55-17 or the 5S-19. given their present state of testing.
we would have to assume was MIRVed. They would have to convert
the silos to deploy them. and we would count all the converted
silos as MIRVed.

--'

~-'

one of the provisions in the collateral
other changes in the silos -- no
Secretary "KiSsinger: Any silo once converted would be
coWlted as contaLung a MIRVed missile.
Director COlby:

They might say they were not converting

th~.

President Ford: You are saying that as soon as construction
begins, we would hive to _count it as • l«RV?
Secretary Kissinger: As soon as they made the silo
capable of accepting a 17 or 19, we would count it as MIRVed.
President Ford. If they allege they are not doing
it for MIRVs, we could not accept that.
Director COlby.

Yes.

. ...................... ,
..............................
..................................... ....... --_ ..
.... ........ .. .
. .............•........
Secretary Kissinger:

;

-

~

~

Director COlby: ........................................
.............................•............... -_ ..

..................................
.

..................................... . . . . .. . . .... . . . ..............................•..•....... _-.-_ ..
- ................ .
Secretary Schlesinger:

,

Director CO!bX: .......................................
.......................................................
-.... .
..........••.•...••........•.................................
There would be further constraints
should :remember that they also
us. They have i?rought this up
Director COl~: They would have to agree to this extensive
list of collatera constraints.
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In the past it has always been said
the silos to deploy MIRVs.

that
Director Colby:

with the collateral constraints.

These collateral constraints have
Verification Panel. We have seen
that they have to chanqe the silos.
have made a chanqe, we would have to count the silo as
containinq a MIRV. But we have been qiven innumerable briefinqs
that they have to chanqe the silos.
President Pord: Is this SOlDethillg that has gotten greater
emphas.l.s from the CIA recently?
No, but I believe the complexity of the
is a factor in choosing among the options.

16

Director rkle: This should be put in perspective. They
--.---would have to modify the silos, ••.••.••••..•....• -

.... ..........
~

~

.... - .. --.-

.................
Ambassador Johnson: The problem is that these collateral
constraints have not been scrubbed down.
Isn't the point here that
Director co~: When we last made an estimate about six
months ago, we s i l we woul.d be able to tell the numbers to

about plus or minus 100.
President Ford:
19 holes?

Plus or minus 100 178 and 195 in 17 and

Or in any other holes?

I must share Henry I s observation
this. Bill seems to be saying that

"

very complicated collateral. constraints,

we

. ,,-

t;t~~~

or count the number deployed.

Director Colby:

President Ford:
margin of 100 or so?

"-

But with them you could count with a
Yes.

~:$-j

~/,,?

That is correct without the constraints •

If we said they had 1000, the real.

Bill is ta~kin9 negotiabil.ity here.
What
what we can l.et them change in the silos.
We have to scrub down these constraints. We have to consider
do we want exceptions fQr some modification. such as 45 days
as Jim mentioned. we need to do sOllIe IIIOre technical. work in
the Verification Panel on this.
In any event, won't this probl.em be the
Director COlby:
l.imits.rector CO

Not in Option 1 -- there are no MIRV

You still need collaterals to count
Director Colby:

Only for mobiles.

~~ij
t~d~;t
~~'i~~]

We would have to define what
digging up. For hardening, there
need more technical work.
Secretary Schlesinger: Some of the difference in MIRVing
permitted in Option C might be lost in the verification noise.
They have shown an interest in

~id~.

President Ford:

President Ford:
want first.

They have mentioned collateral constraints?

We need to find out ourselves what we

Secretary Kissinger:
if we wanted MIRV limits.
what

We need a list of what we would need
has been that we would see
wanted first, before we got

into
Director Ikle: But the kind of agreement you want is
affected by the verification problems, so this is something
of a chicken and egg problem.
Secretary Kissinger: I am worried - we have gotten
into a tremendOUS argument about MIRVs while discussing
an option with no MIRV limi.ts~
(Laughter) Mr. President,
in the NBC , the behavior follows a very high standard,
compared to the Verification Panel!
(Laughter)
Going on to the second option, i t also provides equal
aggregates at 2500 initially reduced to 2000. There would be
equal missile throw weight at B million pounds for each side,

-

:_-":"

':~~h1

~- ~,; J , . " __
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reducing to 6 million pounds by 1985, although these figures
are arbitrary, set to suit us, or they could be changed to
fit the negotiating situation. The basic theory is that each
side would be at an equal level', but enough lower to force the
Soviets down. There would be a sublimit of 4 million pounds on
MIRV throw weight.
As discussed at the last meeting ~ this type of agreement
would have very little impact on our MIRV programs. We could
deploy a fully MIRVed 5LBM force of 736 missiles and 550 MIRV
Minuteman for a total of nearly 1300 MIRV missiles. It would
affect primarily our future MIRV force. We could not deploy
additional heavy MIRVs, or go beyond what we now' have programmed. In contrast. the Soviets would have to dismantle
their entire MLBM force. They could deploy only about 400
MIRVed 5S-l7s and 19s.· They could add an additional 500 light
ICBMs or SLBMs, but could not get above about 900 MIRV launchers.
We ,would have a better than two to one advantage in RVs under
this option. We would also have a substantial advantage in
bomber payload.

The basic issue this· option poses, as Jim pointed out last
tillle, is not just the ceiling it sets on Soviet forces, but that
i'b brings about a redesign of their force. They would change
their force to be much more like ours -- not an exact mirror
image, but the same in concept -- smaller missiles, lighter
warheads, more bombers and submarines. This would provide an
increase in stability. It would be the most difficult to
. negotiate. A variant of this has already been rejected. They
may turn around, but it would represent the most intrusive effect:
on their program.
.
r said that if we presented them Option A, they would need
some months to study it. If we gave them Option B, they could
accept it only by a massive bureaucratic rearrangement.
It would
take years to negotiate and require a long educational process
to convince them of its advantages.
In the meantime, they would proceed with

ha~

secretitL Kissinger: Yes, they will not stop because we
put fo
a proposition they previously rejected.

President Ford: The longer they proceed, the harder it
becomes for them to reverse course.

'.'.""'.,'

.,

<;
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From the point of view of stability,
a first strike would be most

~~;~:[!:;,~~,~::U;:.~.~~::~.~:~~:~;n~~~.~t
to
their

to
nothing,
force.
Theywhile
wouldthe
either
that the difference in
numbers woul.d be worrisome to them, or redesign their missiles
to make them smaller.
~

to deploy so many less

President Ford: In the meantilne, we could increase the size
of our own missiles with the R&D we are doing';We could crontinue our own program with
missiles are not as threatening to
;:~~:~:.:;;
the soviet missiles. The Soviets would have to
d
their land-based missile force, moving to numbers which
would not be a plausible threat, or develop a new smaller missile
no

With this approach, we will be turned down flat. I think
Alex will agree. We would have 'to be prepared to go the long
route. There could be no fallback from this approach. We
would have to develop a plausible breakout for 1977 to make
them worry about what we would do if they don I t stop their
program. There is not a chance of doing something with this
option before 1977.
Secretary Schlestntlir: I think Henry has put the case
very clearly. This i s e toughest option for them. The D.S.
force has been structured to be consistent with arms control
after MIRVs. The Soviet force has not. If we were successful
with this option, it would provide a degree of stability not
attained with other options, particularly with Option A. The
question is whether you want a relatively quick agreement, or
whether you want to push for more arms control..
If you were the Secretary of Defense in the
you buy this option?
Secretary Schlesinger:
President Ford:
General '~:
long and hard -

Yes.

Dave, would you?
I think so.

I would have to look at it

President Ford: Even though you would have to change your
programs WhiCh had been designed for the last ten years?

.

,. fO.D ,
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General Jones:

If I were looking for a stable world, I

would be inclined to accept it, but i f I were going for an
advantage, perhaps not.

President Ford: How could a military person or a
Secretary of Defense, after promoting large throw weight for

all these years, shift. gears so quickly?
&,l~~~h""The same way we abandoned our
~
it will cost them. $35 to $40
billion just to replace the 55-9 with the 55-18. Ie has$»een

Am.

liIn the ground ten years and will have to be replaced.
have ancbat incentive not to do it.

They

There are two objectives that members of the Soviet Ministry
of Defense may· have. In the past, they have shown little interes
in bilateral stability.

They have never accepted the theory.

n ...,

The

that.
behind.
they may

that bigger is better.

1;;:~::~=[or
e three factors behind
wrongly, feel they are

;

d~i::.~:.~:,,:[~:~

"

our superiority. Second,
capability to do what we can do

with smaller
Deputy secretary Cl.ements;

That is right.
is their size potential.
ours.

when
Secretary Schl.esinger;

Which they wil.l. have by l.985.
am not saying it won't happen.

in
force.

~~~::~~~;:i~~;:O~f:,:i:n:':;tabil.ity,
on the

affecting
Fourth, the
SOviets' the
intere
perceive to their own

What Dave said can be considered as a fair statement onl.y
if the Soviets bel.ieve that fail.ure to ag-ree woul.d get us into
increased throw weight missil.es which -threaten their l.and-based
force. If we go this route, we wil.l. have to start new missil.es
that threaten-their l.and-based force. And, I am not tal.king

.
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about just jazzing up Minutelllall. We could do that within this
option. We would have to start something which we could not
build with -the option. with an abstract view of stability,
we will not ",et it. our_ vulnex'ability does not wor;rythem.
'
President l!'Ord: They ",ive up what we see on the chart,
but we give up nothing.
Secretary Schlesinger:
President 'Ford:

Well, we give up something --

What?

At 4 million pounds, our MIRV
are planning with our Trident force.
And

We should also remember that in replacing their SS-9,
they have -to spend quite a bit of money. We hiive our MX
program, which we could not deploy. We-have said we will
match them. in the absence of a reasonable- agreement. This
option would have the greatest arms control payoff, if it
were successful. We should remember that their new missiles,
which they will be deploying by 1975, by our own standards are
in violation of the SALT I aqreem.ent. We said that any missile
heavier than the SS-ll would be a "beavyn missile. With these
new missiles, even with no 7s and 8s, they will have 12 million
pounds of throw weight, which is potentially destabilizing. TIler
will be a threat to Minuteman and to our other forces from their
large RVs. We are concerned about the megatonnage also_
Do they have more megatonnage if

you

Secretary Schlesinger:
of two to one_
President Ford:
the
',",,--,

:~:;:~~;.~~;~:~.

believe it is on the order

What about the next option?
The next two options are more or less
variants of the compensating asymmetries

.... fOot",

~o:;""';O;
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is consistent
with
past The'
negotiating
programs
of the
-twoour
sides.
initial history
u.S.
be at 2250 and the Soviets at 2500, reducing to
2200 by 1985. We would receive ccmpensation by MIRV
of 1300 missiles for us versus -1050 for the -Soviets. Thus
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we would have more MIRV missiles, but they would have more total
launchers. There would also be a l:iJDit on heavy delivery systems
heavy bombers and heavy missiles_ - initially at 500, reducing
to 250 by 1985, and no increase 'in the number of MLBM launchers.
This option is based on the premise that equivalence can
more readily be achieved by balancing existing asymmetries than b
removing them. The Soviets could claim they got some compensatio
for FBS, and we could Claim an advantage in technology. Under
this option, we would deploy essentia1ly our presently planned
program and we could introduce a new Minuteman IV missile. The
Soviets would deploy their projected force of 600 MIRVed 17s and
19s and 400 MIRVed SLBMs. :It would put a cap on the Soviet MIRV
force. We would retain a large advantage in numbers of
weapons to counter the SOviet advanuge in missile throw weight.
We could increase our missile throw weight by deploying the
Minuteman IV.
This option is similar to that wbich we pursued earlier this
year whereby the Soviets would have been permitted to retain
their :Interim Agreement numerical advantage until 1980 in
exchange for a U.S. advantage in MIRVed launchers. ThUS, it
fits best into the negotiating history. This is no argument
for it, but i t provides the most continuity.
:It is consistent with what we have been
past.
Secretary Kissinger: The main argument against this option
has been,that:the unequal aggregates would lead to a perception
of U.S. inferiority. What you would have to judge, Mr. President,
is whether 200 older unMJ:RVed. Soviet missiles would give them an
advantage when compared. to our advantage in MIRVed. missiles.
But this is how we would claim equivalence. A further p:oint is
that if the present agreement ends, we would likely accept an
inequality in the numbers anyway, as a fact, if not as an
agreement.
:In swmnary. the main advantages of the offsetting
asymmetries approach are that it- may be more negotiable than
equal aggregates since it reflects the differences in the baseline force levels for the two sides; it ~ives the U.S. a MIRV
launcher number advantage; it levels off Soviet programs well
below the 1985 projections; and it would ban MIRVs on heavy
missiles and reduce their number, resulting in a ceiling on
throw weight.

23

The disadvan~ges are that unequal aggregates might mean
that some would perceive a u.s. inferiority. It does not
directly constrain throw weight, the -MLBM MIRV ban might be
difficult to negotiate, and the -verification woul.d require the

collateral constraints which we just discussed earlier.

one way to solve

the

perceptions problem --

President Ford: Let me ask as we go tbrOll9h these
options
A, B, C, and D -- what is the difference in funding
for DOD?
The funding would rise as you go

to

Secreta!y Kissinger:

Why?

Secretary Schlesinger:

A and B provide more constraints.
no constraints on MIRVs.

Secretary Schlesinger;

would be more costly.

You are quite right.

A, C, and D

B precludes any new systems.
B would be least costly,

~t

least likely

to

Secretary Schlesinger:

Yes.

Director Ikle: In comparing C versus D, D would contain
a limIt on throw weight. You would save costs in D compared
to C.
secretary Kissinger:

A would be the most costly.
Under C and D, larger missiles
If we -could get B only if they saw
wouldn't it cost more dollars to

I

~[£t~
- -

Secretary Kissinger: B would have the paradoxical consequence that we could get it only with a larger missile and
a buildup. Short of a- massive buildup, I don't see how the Sovio
could accept it.
./.:-;c;."
~
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We have talked about_ going to 2500, and the argument has

made that we could reach that level cheaply.
Secretary 'Schle-si'Jl9'er:

We could keep 8-526 and Polaris.
Yes'. But if the Interim Agreement
their 55-lIs and dig new boles

could also keep older systems, but
race, they coul.d go faster. At 2500, the price
wouJ.d be small. But beyond 2500, their price would not <;JO up
much, only the operating costs of the 55-11 force -- but we

would have to get entirely new programs.
Secretary Schlesinger:
Henry.

I beg to differ with you on that,

Deputy Secretary Clements:

Henry, that's not right.

Secretary Schlesinger: The difference in costs is only
the cost of the silos. The rest is the sante.
Secretary Kissinger:
e1 ther case.

They have to pay for new silos in

Secretary Schlesinger: We would bave to pay for a new
silo and they don't. The rest is the same.

n

seoret
already paid

Kissinger: My point is, though, that they have
or the SS-17 and 19. It is in their program.

Secretary Schlesinger:
Minuteman IIs.
Secretary Kissinger:
President Ford:

We could add silos and retain
But we have no program to do this.

We have the missiles?

Secretary Schlesinger:

We will have 500 Minuteman II.
The

to
Director Ikle:
90 beyond 2500.

that the Soviets have
Beyond 2500, we have
assessed in terms of

We have never considered aqreements which

.,.
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Secretary Kissinger:
breakout potential.

_;;;11"

L

know that --- I am talking about the

Going back, from a bud9"etary point of view,
for a program for 9"X"eatex- throw weight.

Deputy Secretary 'Clente:nts:
driven ~ bigger missiles.
President Ford:

our plan does not have to be

But by a bigger bang perhaps.

Defuty Secretary Clements: We could increase the Minuteman
yield w~th no other changes. On a cost effective basis, this is
the best thing we could do.
Maybe on a cost effective basis, but
in dollars?

h~

It would cost about $2 bil.lion to
~-Ve'I to go to 3000.

get

--: -'I

woul.d be the least expensive, the
but the most expensive 1f we failed.

btsin;

~st

It woul.d be the l.east expensive
way to 9"ettin9" it, we woul.d have to
Secretary Schl.esinger:

That is what we are doing anyway.
and D woul.d cost about the same

as
secretary Kissinger:

It would probably come down somewhat.

D would come down, but C has no throw
President Ford:

Under D we would not need a bigger missile?

~~;:y~h:;;.~;~~~';
~
:their
R&D and

Option D has a 7 mil.lion pound throw
our throw weight to 7 million pounds I

Minuteman
IV.will.
Unless
the Soviets
program, _we
have to
put lI\Oney
money to retain equivalence. ~:';; '\
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secretary Kissinger: If we
weight, we couId go either route
yie1.d.

feel. we have to match throw
~-

bi9ger missiles or increasing

With no ceiling at all, it
President Ford; The question is, can we get Soviet agreement to one of these approaches --

Secretary Schlesinger:
of the various approaches.

You can mix up the provisions

Director Ikle:

Mr. President, there are two gut issues
The first is whether we simpJ.y shift the competition from
one area to another. In Option A, the competition would be
shifted from numbers to yieJ.d, accuracy, and so forth. The
second issue is whether we will. let throw weight increase,
starting a new competition, getting larger missiles, and
here.

driving up force leve1s.

Throw weight limits, even if not so

low as in Option B, could cut out tb:ls competition, at least in t
next generation.
In SALT I we had no MIRV limits, and we are
now seeing a MIRV competition. In the next agreement, we should
avoid a throw weight competition. Hence, we need throw weight
limits such as in Option D, even if not as low as in D.
Secretary Schlesinger:

I agree.

Another alternative is to 90 to even someperhaps 200 lower than those in Option D
".\'~:;J'.l~" For the Soviets, they wou1d have 200 1ess
II
other reductions wou1d be. similar. Stretched
over a ten-year period, this could be achieved. A larger reduction wou1d further detente. With controls on throw weight,
it wou1d save do1lars and be politica11y attractive.

.

We do not want, the Soviets to increase in the 1975-1985
period, but to reduce. Increased accuracy and weapon yie1d
wi11 drive capabilities up. Thus', unless there is a substantial
reduction in numbers, there wi11 be a net increase overall.
Hence, I think a worthwhi1e goa1 would be 2000 on their
side and 1800 on our side. If we can't get it, we can a1ways
increase the numbers later. I altI not sure the Russians would
be opposed over a ten-year period to lower nUmbers.

.f."'
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Under Option C, they would deploy 12 MIRVs for each single
warhead missile reduced. Under Option ,D, they would deploy only
3 MIRVs for each single warhead missile reduced.
Secretary Kissinger:

Bow do you get those numbers?

Under C, they would reduce 84 unMIRVed
1000 MIRVed missiles, for a ratio of about
they would reduce 284 unMIRVed missiles and
MIRVed missiles. for a ratio of about 3 to 1. Their
missile program would be a costly expansion. Therefore,
they may agree to the lower numbers.
For the SOviets to replace their
$35 billion. They would be giving
up one hell
cost liability. Their military people will not
include the cost liability in their analyses. But their politica
~p~e will see the importance.
There are several elements in
in C. The essential difference is
throw weight
that could be added to either
CorD. It is the concept of equal rights. This would avoid
the perception of inequality. Each side would have the right
to pick either a larger total or a larger number of MIRVs, as
in the ABM treaty. They could pick either 2200 total and
1050 MIRVs, or 2000 total and 1300 MIRVs.
Would each side have to designate which
Secreta~ Kissinger:
at the beginnUlg.

Director Ikle:

You would probably want it designated

With, perhaps, a review every five years.

There might be a right to change,
that treaty, it is reviewed every
aa
five years, and
side can change once. I haven' t analyzed
the effect of such a provision in this case.

Mr. Duckett: Off the cuff, I would say you could allow
them to awi tch to more MIRVs, but not the other way around.
IF the Russians have the same
they could not accept either
assume that any silo which could "',-.;'""""
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accept a MIRV missil.e contained MIRVs, they wou1.d have to
assume we have 1000 MIRVed ICBMs.

That is theoretically true, but
problem with us.

they

Mr. President, I would l.ike to make one
lower leve1s.
It would reduce the
problems. If they took out
more SS-lls, that would mean they would have only 250
SS-11s left.
It would be only these -we would have to worry
about, which would be no big probl.em.

mox:e

Director Colby:

That would be to our margin of error.

Director Ikle:

If there were further reductions after

1985, we might end up with no verification problem.

Could it be- possible that both sides
choice?
Secretary Kissinger! No. But if the Soviets did choose
2000 missiles and 1300 MIRVs. that would be a very interesting
decision. It would represent a drastic cut in their program.
They wi1l always choose the higher
a perception of a higher aggregate -Exactly the reason why we want
I think they want the perception
more for their own internal bureaucracy
countries.
President Ford:
extra capability~
this

~

We want the perception plus our own

~~~J~~~E~~~[~:~I'~w~;a~S~j~lU1:st

to

on

of Defense. He asked me why
1972. I answered him
talking
But
this isYamanaka
to point out
parties. The Japanese are
perhaps
than other, but Don can tell you that there is
a problem of appearance in Europe. The agreement is perceived
as unequal.
". fOot.,
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I briefed the NAC just yesterday
a very good reaction.

on

Secretary Sch1esinger;
tougher than~ese options.

But our present position is generall

No, I wou1dn't say so.

It 1eaves
aggregates. I to1d the NAC that we
numbers, throw weight, and MIRV
equiva1enca is the sum of a11 taken together.
This is essentia11y the approach taken in C and D. It is the
sum wbich is of interest .
had Option D, I wou1d
r• :-~~<i,,~'~f~,wethat
we choose 2200 aggregates
for the perception, rather than more MIRVs. So both sides
would be equa1 even under Option D.
If the President accepted your
If you picked 2200, what wou1d that
MIRV program?
Secretary Sch1esinger:

We wou1d have to s10w it down.
If we went to 1000 MIRV missi1es,
1300 wou1d accommodate our present

President Ford: Under either B or D, we cou1d sti11
increase our yierd -;"V,;i.,thing We. might consider is a
"
have emphasized this.
Secretary Sch1esinger: ~e:jmB¥i:la<j~m limits on
throw we~ght" we could reduce our RVs. We have too many on
Poseidon and Minuteman.
Ambassador Johnson:

Too many on Minuteman?

We don I t need three.

go

We cou1d

o.0m."",",,, warhead under de_ve10pnent.
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Deputy Secretary Clements:
of the coin

That is the other side

¥"::L,,~~~i,,~:U:Ld appreciate a few more
That is precisely the point.
weight, are increasing instability

The

is one more consideration. It is
to Option C or from Option B to
the
move on, than it is the other
The key is equal aggrega.tes. Once we concede our
to accept unequal aggregates, it would be hard to
on it. As,to whether we are perceived as equal. to the
it depends on how seriously you take our new programs
ICBM, the seven-MIRV missil.es we are working on,
and so forth.
But we have unequal aggregates in Europe, with
a qualitative advantage, and in Europe they ignore qualitative
factors.
President Ford:

Our al.lies?

General Jones: Yes. our allies count numbers of tanks
and so forth, with no consideration of quality. Whether or not
they would accept equal aggregates depends on how seriously
they take these other programs. -But we can move off it later,
if it comes up as non-negotiable.
President Ford: Your point is that to move frOill 0 to B
harder than from B to D.
General Jones: Yes. In both C and 0 we agree that we
don't need equal aggregates.
left
fil1
up to
which is

the

is harder to move to the
You can start with A,
weight limits as you come
But you
start with equal. aggregates
understandabl.e.
These options are meant to represent
not the beginning.
want to be fairly tough in the
minutes, I do have a few more
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President Pord:

I do have my economic advisors who have

been waiting for thirty minutes --

I have one chart which lays out
have to make that I worked out

the
as I was going to

President Ford:

HOW long will it take?

secretary Schlesinger:
President Ford:

Only about ten minutes.

Let's do it.
You keep chart materials in your

(Talking to chart -- see attachobjectives in SALT -- aII1IS balance

you want to emphasize aDmS balance, you
aggregates. If you want to emphasize arms
you need control over throw weight, yields, as well
as numbers.

In 1972, we achieved both arms stability and arms

offset grosser Soviet numerical advantages, and we had bombers.
»aza~ce~ aHbSe~chnology

on stability, the Soviets had cruder forces and poorer acour
The U.S. had smaller yield and throw weight and uncertain accurac
But by 1985, we face a different situation. The U.S. advantage in MIRVs disappears •. We face the inequality of Interim
Agreement nUlllbers, and bombers are outside the agreement. On
arms stability, the Soviets are increasing their throw weight
and MIRVing their forces. There will be greater Soviet sophistication in accuracy.
One possible solution emphasizing arms balance is to lIIOVe
toward equal aggregates and adjust our forces, increasing their
throw weight or changing their basing, going to land or air-mobil
as necessary. The alternative is to go for arms stability in
1985. TO do this, you need control over throw weight, yield,
and numbers.
The relative difficulty of the two approacheS is as
follows. Going for arms balance is conceptually easy. It is
easie~r to understand and quicker to negotiate than going for
stability. But there is greater future risk in cost. Going
for stability would be lIIOre difficult to negotiate. '!'he Soviets
don't understand stability arguments. They have always talk~
,'-10'
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strength. Bi~ateral stability is beyond their grasp, or they
pretend that it is beyond their grasp. It would be a time
consuming process to get them to agree.
Secretary Kissinger; I agree with the chart as a way
of posing issues.
I would only add that I see only one way
to. get to the last point -- to have a plausible program we
wou~d have to race them:
In taking the road we would have to
go to get. it, we would have to enhance,'instabilities in the
short'run, in order.. to convince them of the illlpo-rtance of
stability. ~ question is how long we could sustain the race.
We cou~d sustain it, if we could get Congress to approve
it.
President Ford;

If we have the will --

m=t;.

have to have a

p~ausible

I am not trying to advocate
Secretary Kissinger:

I just raise this as an issue.
rf
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want a:relatively quick
If you, want an agreement
in 1975, you don't put stress on arms stability; you have to
stress arms balance.
I think this is a good chart -- could
r
But you have to put on the al.ternative
we would face with nothing. You can't put Congress on the chart
very easil.y --

~~~;~~~~~~::~:;;~,~,question

it .
crucial. of Perhaps,
equal. aggregates;
it is
the
with an increase in
instability, but it would be"dif'f;,";;it-,not to come up to their IE!
President Ford: Thank you very much.
hope we could get Congress to agree.

I would only
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